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In page 4， line 28 and page 7， line read integer for positive 
d In the determinant 6. 7) in page 5， read- ~:. 'IX 十).for 
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Correct equation for 7. 1) in page 5 is
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7. 5) in page 5 and equation in page 9ラ line1， add the following 
う乙<Arg <十
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Correct 70 7) in page 6 is
tanh ムr 一
k2， ート k22 
In page 7， line 8 and 9， read A， = Aγ 十iA世forA， exp i 一切-kz)= Aγ+ iAq¥ and 
A2 -iA世forA2 exp i 一均-kz) Aγ iAq¥， 
ln order to the wave whose vector potential rotates in the same sense as 
the rotation of electron in the magnetic field as the circulary wave in 
S 3， reverse the direction of the magnetic field，固e，substituteωce for ω四 inthe al 
